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*All education sessions are free to PPAI members unless otherwise noted. All free education sessions are first come, first served. Unless ticketed, registration does not secure a
seat. PPAI Associates may purchase a 5-day education pass for $250. Passes do not cover paid sessions or luncheons.
= Session will be recorded and available online after
The PPAI Expo.
= Learning Labs: Participants should bring their own laptop for this session in order to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices including iPads
are not recommended for this session.
= PSA: This course is a required element of the Product Safety Aware program. The course contains information regarding United
States regulations, laws and standards, specifically.
= Strategic Foresight: This track contains content related to the future of the promotional products industry and business.
Based on availability, Learning Lab and Keynote Luncheon tickets can be purchased at the second floor registration desk.
As of 11.06.2019, subject to change.
Corporate
Responsibility

Sunday, January 12

*All Sunday Sessions Are On Level Two Of The Convention Center.

11 am-noon

Learning Lab - Twitter: Connect With Clients’ Brands (Pre-Registration Required)
With over 320 million active users, Twitter is a fast-paced microblogging site that offers many benefits for distributors to generate
traffic, and connect and engage with current and potential clients. Learn how to properly set up your profile, the dos and don’ts,
network best practices and the tools and resources to find content and save time. Participants should plan to bring their own laptops
for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended for this session.
Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Technology • Breakers I • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Gloria LaFont
Learning Lab - Improving Your LinkedIn Business Profile (Pre-Registration Required)
During this session, Bill McCormick focuses on the anatomy of a value-centric profile and how to construct one. He’ll discuss the
various parts of the profile—banner image, profile picture, headline and summary—and give participants time to work together in small
groups on their headlines and summaries. Participants should plan to bring their own laptops for this session to make updates along
with the presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Technology • Breakers J • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Bill McCormick

Your Branding. What Does Yours Shout?
Some companies have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars developing their brands. Why? Because branding speaks volumes.
What does your brand say about you, what you do and how you help clients? During this workshop, Cliff Quicksell, MAS+, will take
an interactive look at attendees’ logo, brand, collateral material, website and social media to identify cohesive messaging—and
whether it makes sense. Make no mistake: people make purchasing decisions long before they pick up the phone. They’re looking at
your website, your messaging, what you do and what your clients have to say about their experience. Attend this workshop and have
a hard look at your brand to identify the changes needed to be more successful. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Lagoon H • MAS 1.0 • Cliff Quicksell, MAS+
Sponsored By

Basics Of Your Distributorship
New distributors: Are you trying to get a handle on your business? To achieve early success, it is essential to become familiar with the
industry and learn how to work with all the players: suppliers, vendors and service providers. This workshop will feature the organizing
principles of starting your business, including price codes, industry terminology and artwork issues. Additionally, attendees will discuss
how to place orders and protect themselves from common order mistakes, what marketing and prospecting techniques work and how
to tell the important difference between customers and clients. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To The Industry • Breakers B • CAS 1.0 • Vince Whaley

The Refined Elevator Pitch
You have just 30 seconds (or less) to make a positive first impression on potential customers, contacts and the people you need to
impress. Are you putting your best foot forward? If not, you may be holding yourself back without even knowing. In this dynamic,
interactive and multimedia presentation, Glenn Rudin will discuss the elevator pitch. He will help you figure out what is truly “unique”
about your product or service and how to best explain this in 30 seconds or less, along with how to develop an impactful, well
organized business card, how to network to capitalize most on your efforts, and how to dress to impress and ensure you and your
team are sending the right message. Attendees will consider the question: Would you want to do business with you? *Seats are first-come
first-served for this session.

New To The Industry • Breakers D • CAS 1.0 • Glenn Rudin

Avoiding Scams In 2020
The promotional products industry is under attack by a variety of scams headed by people intent on taking your money. Chris
Morrissey will discuss the ongoing and growing threat that distributors and suppliers face, and provide you with the knowledge you
need to identify and avoid current threats that could hurt you, your employees and even your customers. You will learn about red flags
to watch out for and how to identify potential scams; how scammers are impersonating suppliers and distributors, and what that
means for them; and how to be proactive with customers to help avoid possible scam issues that may arise. *Seats are first-come
first-served for this session.

Technology • Breakers F • MAS 1.0 •

• Chris Morrissey
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Mastering LinkedIn For Sales
Sales professionals selling promotional products can get tremendous value from using LinkedIn strategically. LinkedIn is much more
than a job-search site, but it is the top place to connect with business professionals. LinkedIn can help with every stage of the sales
cycle – from prospecting to relationship building. You may be only taking advantage of a small fraction of the tools that LinkedIn has
to offer. In this session you will learn exactly how to take advantage of LinkedIn as a part of your sales process. Join this session with
Willis Turner, the CEO of the Sales and Marketing Executives International, for the latest in how you can master LinkedIn for sales.
*Seats are first-come first-served for this session.

Sales • Lagoon J • MAS 1.0 • Willis Turner, CAAE, CME, CSE 			

Sponsored By

Trending Now: Data And Marketing—Where To Start
The amount of data and metrics now available to marketers and organizations is overwhelming. And the Al and automation related to
collecting and using the data to affect the customer experience is enough to make someone’s head spin. In this session with Adara
Bowen, director of brand experience for the American Marketing Association, we’ll take a big breath, step back, consider the goals,
challenge ourselves to ask the right questions and then proceed forward. Join us to get a big-picture view of the data landscape and
the factors at play like privacy laws and technology, determine what metrics to track based on different goals, and consider different
ways to collect and use data to improve the customer experience. *Seats are first come, first server for this session
Marketing & Advertising • Lagoon L • MAS 1.0 •
• Adara Bowen 				
Sponsored By

12:30-1:30 pm
Learning Lab - Pinterest: Showcase Your Creativity (Pre-Registration Required)
For dedicated users, Pinterest is a user-friendly platform for researching projects, finding inspiration and shopping. But it’s also a
valuable tool for distributors to gain traffic and exposure that must not be overlooked. During this session, you will learn how to set
up your Pinterest business page, organize your boards, apply best practices and learn how to effectively advertise on Pinterest.
Participants should plan to bring their own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices,
including iPads, are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Technology • Breakers I • MAS1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Gloria LaFont			
Learning Lab - LinkedIn Business Prospecting (Pre-Registration Required)
Bill McCormick shares with participants strategies for finding prospects using both the free version of LinkedIn and LinkedIn’s sales
navigator. He’ll discuss the process of identifying ideal client prospect lists and how to use them in searching for prospects on
LinkedIn. Participants should plan to bring their own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile
devices, including iPads, are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Sales • Breakers J • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Bill McCormick
Sponsored By
Stand Apart From Your Competition
How do you compete and maintain your margins in an industry with competition seemingly coming out of the woodwork? The
answer is to differentiate. In this session, David Betke discusses some key areas to identify your difference, and guide attendees
through some exercises to find what makes you stand apart from everyone else who claims to do what you do. At the end, you will
have some great ideas to springboard from and truly stand apart while making your competition invisible. *Seats are first-come first-served for
this session.

Marketing & Advertising • Lagoon H • MAS 1.0 • David Betke

Sponsored By

Marketing And Building A Distributor Business
Building a business presents a unique set of challenges. For newer distributors who have been in the industry for three years
or less, this class will offer a foundation from which to build a successful business. Participants will learn the steps to shaping a
successful distributorship, the best ways to prospect, market and how to build your business with reciprocal marketing. Additionally,
the workshop will cover ways to expand your business by developing warm prospects and qualified referrals, as well as ways to
approach these potential clients through successful marketing techniques. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To Industry • Breakers B • CAS 1.0 • Vince Whaley
Sponsored By

Leveraging Trends In Health And Beauty
As the promotional products industry grows and changes, retail trends have an ever-increasing influence on areas like new product
development, compliance and perceived value. In this session, Lindsey Davis, MAS, will team up with Mason Linn, CAS, from Raining
Rose’s contract manufacturing team to discuss the ways these trends are influencing the face of health and beauty, and how the
promotional products industry can leverage them. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Sales • Breakers D • CAS 1.0 • Lindsey Davis, MAS & Mason Linn, CAS
Sponsored By

Forging Ahead With Strategic Foresight
Are you a seasoned distributor that is starting to plan 10 years out? Have you finished reading the Strategic Foresight Playbook, and
feel ready to start putting together a plan for the future? In this session Dennis Klum will explain how to take the next steps in making
your company more resilient for the future. This session will provide a guide to which action items start conversations within your
company and the areas to focus on implementing first. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Breakers F • MAS 1.0 •
• Dennis Klum •
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Personal Brand Is Key In Success
You have a personal brand – the question is whether or not you are strategic about crafting and positioning it. Thanks to popular
social media platforms like Google, LinkedIn, and Instagram channels, people are forming impressions about you, often without
ever meeting you. Personal branding is about proactively building your brand in order to attract the opportunities you want. Selling
promotional products requires a strong personal brand. Join this session with Willis Turner, the CEO of the Sales and Marketing
Executives International, for the latest in how you can take charge of your personal brand. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Sales • Lagoon J • CAS 1.0 • Willis Truner, CAE, CME, CSE
Sponsored By

Trending Now: Uncovering Customer Experience Opportunities
Every brand, company and organization has a customer experience, whether they invest in it or ignore it. And not every customer is
created equal. Customers are much more likely to be engaged with the brands and organizations that go beyond demographics—the
brands that understand what they are thinking and feeling and can reflect that in their customer experience. Looking at the end-toend experience from a customer’s perspective could help you or your clients identify an “aha” and turn first-time customers into loyal,
repeat customers. Join Adara Bowen, director of brand experience to develop a journey map from the perspective of the customer,
and identify opportunities for an improved customer experience *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Lagoon L • MAS 1.0 • Adara Bowen
Sponsored By

2-3 pm
Learning Lab - Instagram: Expand Your Reach (Pre-Registration Required)
Instagram is the fastest-growing social media platform and the most popular, by far. With over one billion active monthly users, it
provides wide-reaching, unparalleled opportunities to promote your distributor business to prospective clients around the globe.
During this session, you will learn how to set up your business profile and how to create cohesive, attractive posts, along with best
practices for writing hashtags and Instagram stories, and effective advertising on Instagram. Participants should plan to bring their
own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended for
this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Technology • Breakers I • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Gloria LaFont
Learning Lab - Grow With Video Marketing (Pre-Registration Required)
Video marketing and ads are some of the most sought-after methods for attracting clients, yet some companies are still not taking
advantage of this major opportunity. With video, you can deliver your message directly to your target audience. It’s cost-effective,
quick and easy. During this session, Jace Vernon educates business owners and marketers on the power of video, delving into how
attendees can create cost-effective remarketing campaigns using video, while avoiding common mistakes, and what he has learned
running millions of ads. Participants should plan to bring their own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters.
Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers J • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Jace Vernon Sponsored By
How Each Generation Leads
We are in the midst of the largest generational power handoff in history. Most organizations are not training a new generation for
leadership like they should—and it’s costing them big. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Sales • Lagoon H • MAS 1.0 • Gabrielle Bosche		
Sponsored By

Creating A New Promo Experience
his high-energy, participatory, humorous session has received outstanding reviews from diverse groups around the world. Jeff Tobe,
certified speaking professional, challenges you to step outside your comfort zone to position yourself more creatively than ever
before. He provides the insight you need to give yourself the ”competitive edge” that we all strive for. To be effective in today’s
marketplace, you must force yourself to look at your organization’s experience from a different perspective. *Seats are first-come first-served
for this session.

Strategies & Solutions • Lagoon J • MAS 1.0 • Jeff Tobe

Essential Business Metrics
Consider two ancient and wise adages: “You can’t improve what you don’t measure,” and “If you aim at nothing, you will hit it every
time.” Every viable business should select its own set of metrics to indicate its health and wellbeing. In this spirited and thoughtprovoking seminar, Vince DiCecco shares his insights about developing a unique dashboard in order to tell, at a glance, whether you
are on track, ahead of the curve or lagging behind. Also included is a simple, yet powerful way to anticipate when changes and key
decisions—about price adjustments, collections practices and growth investments—should be made. This session is a “must attend”
for all business owners and managers. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To The Industry • Breakers B • CAS 1.0 • Vince DiCecco
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Networking And Referrals
Most of us network, and network often, but oftentimes we’re doing it wrong. We may focus on the wrong things or spend money
on the wrong organizations or events. We find our time is spent doing a lot of networking without results, and once networking
takes place, we find our referrals aren’t as strong as we want. How can we change this? Networking isn’t just about joining the
local Chamber of Commerce. Meetings need to be purposeful, otherwise they will be prove to be a time-suck. This seminar guides
attendees on how to network in a way that is most effective for their business. Note: Thanking people for referrals is almost as
important as the referrals themselves. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To The Industry • Breakers D • CAS 1.0 • Lindsay Anvik

Change The Game: Incentives And Recognition
Are you a distributor who helps create inspiring incentives and recognition gifts? If not, why haven’t you started? During this seminar,
Brad Brettschneider explains why entering incentives and recognition is a good strategy, as well as how to sell these products and
services, the benefits of selling incentives, where to find prospects and customers, and when to approach customers and prospects.
Promotional product salespeople will walk away with knowledge and confidence to propel forward and expand their market via
incentives and recognition. Real-life examples and case studies will be used to add context to presented ideas, as well as studies/
information from the Incentive Research Foundation (IRF). *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Incentives & Recognition • Breakers F • MAS 1.0 •
• Brad Brettschneider			
Sponsored By

Trending Now
From exploring cutting-edge technologies, industry-leading ideas, innovative processes, and examining the trends of tomorrow, the
Trending Sessions Series will feature the brightest professionals in their respective fields. These sessions will be unveiled in December
as we near The PPAI Expo 2020. Please plan ahead for these new 60-minute sessions, as they will cover a variety of key topics. *Seats
are first-come first-served for this session.

Corporate Responsibility • Lagoon L •

•

3:30-5 pm
Learning Lab - Crafting Your Social Media Strategy (Pre-Registration Required)
Social networks offer powerful ways to reach and engage potential clients, as well as identify trends in consumer behavior—but it can
be a huge time-suck if you don’t have a clear path to follow. In this session, you will gain a better understanding of how to strategically
use social media to grow your business, which networks are right for you and how to plan for results. You’ll start developing your own
strategy to build your brand foundation and learn the steps of a tactical plan to increase your reach on an ongoing basis. You will leave
with an action plan to launch or improve your business presence on Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest. Participants should plan to bring
their own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended
for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers I • MAS 1.5 • PPAI Member $38/PPAI Associate $75 •
• Gloria LaFont Sponsored By
Learning Lab - Digital And Specialty Transfers (Pre-Registration Required)
The demand for full-color logos is huge and companies want that something extra that makes their logo pop. Join us as we consider
what it takes to achieve full color as well as special effects that win. Be part of the experience as we demonstrate winning processes
and products. Participants should plan on bringing their own laptop for this session to make updates along with the presenters.
Mobile devices including iPads are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Decorate • Breakers J • MAS 1.5 • PPAI Member $38/PPAI Associate $75 •
• Bob Robinson
Real Cost Of Turnover
You may think you have a loyal workforce, but you could be wrong. With a global economy and endless opportunities, your workforce
is constantly on the edge of walking out the door. So, how do you retain top talent in a competitive market? During this high-energy
session led by Gabrielle Bosché, you will learn about what attracts employees to your business and what doesn’t, how companies
have reinvented themselves as great places to work, and the four-part process proven to motivate and inspire employees of every
age. Attendees will leave feeling empowered and enlightened with insight on how they can create sticky workplaces that turn
employees into brand ambassadors and customers into raving fans. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Diversity & Inclusion • Lagoon H • MAS 1.5 • Gabrielle Bosche			

Creativity @ Work
It’s no secret that promotional products are powerful marketing vehicles. They’re fun and interactive, and because every client is
different, there is a constant need for creativity among team members. But how do you foster that? How do you help your staff
become creative powerhouses? This session focuses on how leaders can encourage and inspire creativity in the workplace. During
this seminar, you will learn how to cultivate a culture of creativity, using everything from staff meetings, to emails, to days off; how to
look to other industries for inspiration, as ideas come from all places; and how to change your meeting structure to facilitate more
creative thinking. Seats are first come, first served for this session. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Lagoon J • CAS 1.5 • Lindsay Anvik
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Trending Now: Tariffs & The Evolving World
This session with Jonathan Isaacson will help explain tariffs that affect your business. Participants will learn the roots of important global trends
while taking a global look at the industry and its evolving business landscape. Seats for this session are first-come, first-served. *Seats are firstcome first-served for this session.

Strategies & Solutions • Lagoon L • MAS 1.5 •

•

• Jonathan Isaacson

Strategies To Influence And Persuade
Anyone who has collaborated with colleagues on a group project knows how hard it can be to circulate ideas—and it’s the same for
promotional product professionals. To move a project along, it is essential for everyone to communicate as clearly as possible, especially
with decision-makers. During this presentation, award-winning branding and communications business consultant, Shakira M. Brown,
provides strategies for communicating with clients to strengthen relationships and to breakthrough to utterly resistant prospects. Topics of
discussion include leveraging influential and persuasive communication for new business conversations, during events and employment
opportunities; ways to proactively communicate with clients and prospects to position activities for maximum success; and how to
implement strategies for navigating touchy situations, with specific verbiage to avoid and phrases to use, including how to remove
nonverbal barriers to communication. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers B • CAS 1.5 • Shakira Brown 					
Sponsored By

Craft The Right Marketing Message
You are in the first few years of having your own business, and you are still learning about the industry. But if you are looking to quickly
excel your sales, it’s time to stop marketing like everyone else and step outside the box. Most companies come up with a marketing
method or slogan and then find customers. Let’s learn to start with customer-centric marketing and then use the proper marketing tactics
to put the right message in the right places, so when your exact target market is looking, you will already be there. During this seminar, you
will learn how to start your sales process with your target market in mind, inexpensive ways to market your business that competitors may
not think of using and what promotional products customers are going to expect from the industry in the near future. *Seats are first-come
first-served for this session.

New To The Industry • Breakers D • CAS 1.5 • Hank Yuloff & Sharyn Yuloff		

Improving The World Through Promo
Not only can promotional products be used to create a stellar campaign, but they can also change the world. David Betke shares with
attendees how his company, Strategies & Solutions, has helped save a 65,000-acre forest, reduce carbon emissions significantly, reduce
onsite accident incidents, increase funding for women’s shelters and call attention to the amphibian extinction crisis—all with campaigns
that relied heavily on the power of promotional products. During this seminar, you will see many examples of how promotional products
have been used in conscious campaigns, and how you can create incredibly loyal fans—and employees—while making a difference in the
world. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Breakers F • CAS 1.5 •
• David Betke

Marketing & Advertising / Sales / Incentives &
Recognition tracks sponsored by:

Women’s Leadership Conference Social
SUNDAY, JANUARY 12 • 5:30-6:30 pm

PPAI extends a special invitation to all previous Women’s
Leadership Conference (WLC) attendees. We encourage you to
bring a friend or colleague to the WLC social so they can learn
why WLC is regarded as the top event for women in the industry.

FREE
TO
ATTEND

Mandalay Bay Convention Center, Reef C, Level 2

There will be a cash bar available. This is a 21+ event and participants must bring a photo ID.
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MONDAY

Monday, January 13

*All PPAI Monday Sesions Are On Level 2 of the Convention Center
And All SAGE Conference Sessions On The Lower Level.

8-9 am

Panel Discussion: Corporate Social Responsibility—More Than Buzz Words
This session will be a panel discussion on the give-first economy, giveback marketing programs and venture philanthropy—but no matter
how you phrase it, the topic of corporate social responsibility makes a positive impact on companies and communities as a whole. More
and more buyers of promotional products and consumer goods have an innate desire to connect with brands committed to social causes
and a genuine story to back their commitment. Distributors and suppliers have unique selling opportunities when adding cause marketing
outcomes to the relationship, and successful execution of this makes a difference when end buyers decide on a product.
*Seats are first-come first-served for this session.

Corporate Responsibility • Lagoon L • MAS 1.0 •

• Danny Rosin, CAS, Jeremy Lott & Denise Taschereau

9:30-10:30 am
Learning Lab - Clone Yourself With Virtual Assistants (Pre-Registration Required)
If you’ve ever felt like there just aren’t enough hours in the day or that you need to clone yourself, then this is the session for you.
SwagSam, the author of Success with Swag(ger): Working with Virtual Assistants to Grow Your Business will be here to teach you how
to hire your first VA (virtual assistant) all the way up to managing a team of VAs. No fluff here. We’re going to roll up our sleeves and use
worksheets to identify the time-sucking tasks then create an action plan for you to get your time back and be more profitable. During this
session, you will learn about tasks that are wasting your time, address common concerns about VAs, and create an action plan for you to
implement when you are back at the office. Participants should plan on bringing their own laptop for this session to make updates along
with the presenters. Mobile devices including iPads are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Technology • Breakers I • CAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Sam Kabert
Learning Lab - Improving Your LinkedIn Business Profile (Pre-Registration Required)
During this session, Bill McCormick focuses on the anatomy of a value-centric profile and how to construct one. He’ll discuss the various
parts of the profile—banner image, profile picture, headline and summary—and give small groups of participants time to work together
on their headlines and summaries. Participants should plan to bring their own laptops for this session to make updates along with the
presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Sales • Breakers J • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Bill McCormick
Sponsored By
Roundtable Discussion: Company Culture And How To Improve
During this round table discussion, participants will share examples of creating a culture founded on strong work ethics, company pride,
employee value and teamwork, along with instilling fun in the workplace and celebrating successes. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Diversity & Inclusion • Breakers G • MAS 1.0 • Melanie Sibbitt

12 Technologies To Increase Efficiencies
The key to taking advantage of technology in the workplace lies in removing time-wasters from your day. By leveraging tools and methods
strategically, you’ll gain time to play or work more. This session will cover the top 12 technologies anyone can use to make their day more
efficient. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Technology • Breakers D • MAS 1.0 • Dale Denham, MAS+

The Three-Tier Profit System
When you’re so focused on making a sale, you may miss opportunities to earn added revenue—specifically, opportunities that can be
built into the three tiers of the sales process. In this session, David Blaise shares 12 focus activities designed to maximize revenue. The
discussion will begin with four activities to teach attendees how to attract and convert more clients, then continue with four activities that
add value to action and conclude with four activities designed to perfectly position attendees for their next sale, while increasing repeat
and referral business. When you learn how to maximize revenue within each of the three tiers of the sales process, you’ll increase average
order size and leave less money on the table.*Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Sales • Lagoon H • MAS 1.0 • David Blaise 						
Sponsored By

Conversations That Turn Into Sales
Most salespeople can likely agree that having a conversation with a prospect increases the likelihood they’ll become a customer. But
today, conversations take place through a variety of different channels. In this seminar, you’ll discover the methods you can use to have
productive conversations with your prospects and how each method aligns with the buyer’s journey. By understanding how to tailor your
responses to your prospects’ preferred communication methods, you can close more sales and deepen your customer relationships.
*Seats are first-come first-served for this session. 							
Sponsored By
Sales • Lagoon J • CAS 1.0 • Cathy Houston
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Refueling Passion And Preserving Motivation
As a business owner, you face many challenges that threaten to veer you off track from achieving your end goals. Whether those goals
mean expansion, a rise in sales or merging with bigger businesses, it’s important to stay motivated and keep your end game in view. In
this session, Kimberly Fulford will talk about what she has done to stay motivated, her experience as a woman in a leadership position and
how she has participated with owners while significantly changing their business or business model. You will leave with insight about how
to refuel passion within yourself and your business, how to preserve motivation during your career, and about Fulford’s experience as a
woman working in the industry. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Breakers F • MAS 1.0 •
• Kimberly Fulford

Get In Touch! Content Marketing Strategies
In an era of digital everything, marketers are turning to promotional products to connect with clients and consumers to cultivate passionate
brand advocates through brand experiences. Promotional products, the only medium invited into spaces and places other media can’t
touch, deliver the best reach, recall, response rates and return on investment for marketers and advertisers. This session will feature
evidence-based strategies, proven tactics and a fresh perspective on promotional marketing, as well as trends and techniques marketers
are using to create brand experiences, build communities and earn the trust and loyalty of clients and consumers. Join us for this thoughtprovoking seminar with Kim Todora, PPAI’s communications and branding strategist. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers L • CAS 1.0 • Kim Todora
				
Sponsored By

Trending Now: CA Privacy Laws Affect You!
The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) has been enacted. Learn about what you need to know to protect your organization from
hefty penalties. Join this must-see session with Amar Hajeri on what the CCPA means for your business, consumer data you collect and
the recommended next steps you should take regardless of what state you operate out of. CCPA has been enacted as of January 1,
2020, and applies to any organization that does business in California, collects consumers’ personal data and satisfies at least one of
the following thresholds: has an annual gross revenue in excess of $25 million; possesses the personal information of 50,000 or more
consumers, households, or devices; and earns more than half of its annual revenue from selling consumers’ personal information. The
International Association of Privacy Professionals estimated that the CCPA will affect upwards of 500,000 U.S. businesses. *Seats are
first-come first-served for this session.

Strategies & Solutions • Lagoon L • MAS 1.0 •

• Amar Hajeri, PMP

Tech Product Safety Updates
Tech products are one of the industry’s hottest product categories, but what do you really know about sourcing them? Here you will learn
about the critical need for safety and certification when sourcing technology products. This session qualifies as an “elective” under the
Product Safety Aware Program. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Corporate Responsibility • Breakers B • MAS 1.0 • Anne Stone

11 am-noon
Learning Lab – Closing Sales Faster With Chat (Pre-Registration Required)
If the only way customers can contact you is by filling out forms on your website or waiting until business hours to call you, you’re basically
locking them out. Today’s buying process is often too full of friction, but chat on your website can change that. With chat, you can make
it easier for prospects to get the answers they need, have meaningful conversations and shorten the sales process. Gartner predicts that
by 2020 most, if not all, companies will rely on chatbots to enhance their conversations with people. This session will prepare attendees
for the future of sales by showing them strategies and techniques for being successful with chat. Participants should plan to bring their
own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended for this
session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Sales • Breakers I • CAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Melinda Lathrop
Sponsored By
Learning Lab – LinkedIn Business Prospecting (Pre-Registration Required)
Bill McCormick shares strategies for finding prospects using both the free version of LinkedIn and LinkedIn’s sales navigator. He’ll discuss
the process of identifying ideal client prospect lists and how to use them to search for prospects on LinkedIn. Participants should plan to
bring their own laptops for this session to make updates along with the presenters. Mobile devices, including iPads, are not recommended
for this session. Refunds are not offered for no-shows.
Sales • Breakers J • MAS 1.0 • PPAI Member $25/PPAI Associate $50 •
• Bill McCormick
Increase Your Corporate Gift Business
Corporate customers are increasingly requesting retail brands. In this session you’ll learn how corporate gifts can grow your business with
current customers, how to sell retail brands and overcome pricing issues, where to find corporate gift suppliers, types of corporate gift
programs and how to find the right contacts within your current accounts.*Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Incentives & Recognition • Breakers F • MAS 1.0 •
• Cindy Mielke
Sponsored By

9

Get In Touch! Buyer Outreach Presentation And Strategies
Content is the new currency that drives brand engagement in a world of empowered buyers. It is about sharing information, rather than
pitching products. Great content supports your efforts to reach and engage buyers at every stage in the buying process--whether that
content is a helpful how-to video, a sleek infographic or a well-crafted case study. Learn how to Get in Touch! by building an effective
brand content marketing strategy. This workshop focuses on how to create and leverage the many forms of content to promote your
business, retain customers, influence word of mouth, close the decision gap on prospects and leverage content as a brand differentiator.
Learn to deliver great content in the right forms and places in a way that is specifically mapped to your audience’s information needs and
buying stages. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Breakers L • MAS 1.0 • Kim Todora

MONDAY

Panel Discussion: Getting Compliance Programs Started
A panel of seasoned compliance pros; Rick Brenner, Brian Campbell, and Susan DeRagon will share simple tips and tricks to help you
ensure your company keeps up with its product responsibility obligations. This session will qualify as an elective for the Product Safety
Awareness initiative. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Corporate Responsibility • Breakers G • MAS 1.0 • Moderator, Anne Stone; Panelists: Rick Brenner, Logical Advisors,
					
Brian Campbell, 4imprint, Susan DeRagon, QIMA

Trending Now: Marketing And Promo Come To Life!
Imagine your promotional products stirring conversation and engagement for your business. For the first time, promotional products
can communicate directly with end users, providing an even more unique experience without compromising the look and feel of the
merchandise. This is done by adding an invisible digital layer to merchandise that consumers can access using a mobile device. By placing
a phone nearby or over a designated area of the merchandise, it invokes a one-of-a-kind, interactive brand experience, turning the phone
into a magic wand, of sorts. The experience can occur without requiring consumers to download a mobile app, and no battery source is
required. Join Ahmer Beg as he describes this new storytelling opportunity for our industry that enables your promotional goods to take
brand reach a step further, collecting surveys and consumer data, and running marketing campaigns. Get to know your customers and
engage with them directly through your merchandise. Welcome to the digital transformation of promotional products that bridges the
physical and digital worlds together. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Lagoon L • MAS 1.0 •
• Ahmer Beg
				
Sponsored By

11 am-12:30 pm
KEYNOTE LUNCHEON: 5 Steps To Make The Impossible Possible							
Ben Nemtin is the No.1 New York Times bestselling author of What Do You Want to Do Before You Die? And a star of the MTV show The
Buried Life. As the co-founder of The Buried Life movement, Nemtin’s message of radical possibility has been featured on The Today Show,
CNN, ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC News, and The Oprah Winfrey Show, who called Nemtin and his friends “truly inspiring.” An acclaimed speaker,
Nemtin has keynoted business conferences and corporate leadership teams around the world, garnering standing ovations from Amazon,
FedEx, Harvard, Levi’s, Microsoft, Verizon, and more. In 2019 Nemtin was named in the World’s Top 30 Organizational Culture Professionals
by Global Gurus.
Strategies & Solutions • Mandalay Bay Ballroom J • MAS 1.5 • Ben Nemtin • *PPAI Member $55/PPAI Associate $110 *Tickets available at
Level 1 or Level 2 registration • Sponsored By

12:30-2 pm
Learning Lab – Video Marketing ROI And Reporting (Pre-Registration Required)
To give their marketing the attention it deserves, companies can turn to video. Join Jace Vernon for this hands-on session on how to find
and achieve the desired video marketing ROI for your company. Attendees will learn best practices on optimizing video marketing efforts
and reporting capabilities and what that means for their bottom line.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers I • MAS 1.5 • PPAI Member $38/PPAI Associate $75 •
• Jace Vernon Sponsored By
Learning Lab – Maximizing Your Digital Marketing Efforts (Pre-Registration Required)
Have you ever felt that digital marketing doesn’t work? Are you tired of spending money without seeing results? This interactive workshop
focuses on the power of content design and schedule, pixel codes, customer audiences and lead generation through Facebook and
Instagram. Attendees should be familiar with Business Manager platform and creating digital ads, and will learn how to define content
that is specific to their organization, tips on creating engaging and effective content and how to create a targeted campaign around lead
generation with an automated email follow-up sequence to convert leads to customers.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers J • MAS 1.5 • PPAI Member $38/PPAI Associate $75 •
• Kate Rabe
Sponsored By

Total Market Domination
In every market, there are leaders who dominate and followers who fight for the scraps. Being a leader means creating an environment
where all your best prospects know you and what you do, so they can choose whether or not to do business with you. In this session
you’ll discover how to identify and target your most profitable markets and submarkets, create top-of-mind awareness with those most
likely to buy from you, initiate and sustain intelligent repetition of contact (without driving them crazy) and position yourself as the market
leader and the only viable choice. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Sales • Lagoon H • MAS 1.5 • David Blaise 						
Sponsored By
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first-come first-served for this session.

Strategies & Solutions • Lagoon J • CAS 1.5 • Bobby Lehew

MONDAY

Unlocking Your Ingenious Self
Creative, successful salespeople in this business are ingenious: they take a product virtually anyone can get and craft a unique experience
for their customers that no one can emulate. That’s what the best salespeople do for their clients every day. It’s through this confidence
that we can create unique experiences using tangible products. And it’s through this confidence that we can command higher margins and
create a career we can love. In this session, we’ll explore what it takes to create the most imaginative campaigns for our clients. We’ll look
at principals of creative work that drive innovation and keep you on a path of ever-increasing, thought-provoking ideas for your customers.
You’ll learn every product is a canvas, an opportunity for you to create an emotional transaction that is sustainable and powerful. *Seats are

Panel Discussion: Corporate Gifts
You don’t have to go to retail to find retail brands. In this session, you’ll learn from suppliers and distributors where to find retail brands
within the PPAI and corporate gift marketplace. You will learn the types of services provided by name brand suppliers, distributors selling
name brand merchandise as corporate gifts, and you will hear case studies of corporate gifting programs. *Seats are first-come first-served for
this session.

Incentives & Recognition • Breakers D • MAS 1.5 • Cindy Mielke 					

Sponsored By

Manage Cash Flow To Grow
Business owners face a number of challenges in a growing business, but one of the key components of running a successful company
is the ability to manage cash flow. Cash flow is the blood supply that keeps a company alive and prospering. In the sales and marketing
industry this necessary topic is often overlooked, but with an effective cash flow management system in place you can seize more
opportunities and make the most of the resources you have. Whether you are just starting out or hoping to take your growing business
to the next level, this session will give you the necessary tools to scale your company through easy-to-implement cash flow management
tools. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To The Industry • Breakers F • CAS 1.5 •
• Jamie Watson, MAS

It’s All About Marketing Fundamentals
You don’t need to be an expert in every product or decorating technique in order to succeed in the promotional products industry. Instead,
the key to success lies in understanding your clients’ needs and finding creative ways to help them achieve their goals by applying the
principles of marketing. This presentation will cover the five Ps of marketing: reach vs. recall, push vs. pull strategies, cost per impression,
return on investments and marketing budgets. By understanding these fundamentals, distributors can speak the same language as their
customers and work with them to achieve their goals. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers L • CAS 1.5 • Scott Schoenbauer 					
Sponsored By

Roundtable Discussion: Building Your Personal Brand
People still buy from people they like and trust. The problem is that most of your prospects and customers don’t know you. Your problem
is obscurity. In this roundtable discussion we will dig into tactics through social media and content marketing that will allow you to become
known to the prospects you want to find. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Marketing & Advertising • Breakers G • CAS 1.5 • Kirby Hasseman
				
Sponsored By

Trending Now: Rise Of Industry Consolidation And Private Equity
With the rise of consolidation and private equities within the promotional products industry, and more specifically on the manufacturing
side of the industry, it is time to examine whether these changes are helping or hurting the industry. In this session, Matt Gresge, CEO of
AIA, will share his thoughts on the increasing role of private equity, the increasing rate of consolidation and the role of technology within
the industry as we move forward. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Lagoon L • MAS 1.5 •
• Matt Gresge

Trending Now: Prop 65 And CPSIA Updates
12 months ago the new Prop 65 regulations went into effect. This session for suppliers and distributors reviews the top compliance issues
in our industry, with a focus on the CPSIA act of 2008. You will learn about specific regulations concerning promotional products and
other mandatory and voluntary standards. This session will qualify as an elective for the Product Safety Awareness initiative. *Seats are firstcome first-served for this session.

Corporate Responsibility • Breakers B • MAS 1.5 • Anne Stone, Maurice Norris, Susan DeRagon, QIMA		

2:30-4:15 pm
POWER KEYNOTE: Making An Impact
We live in an era of astounding technology, instant information and rampant social networking. Despite the epidemic advances that ushered
in a new millennium, cultural critics argue that society has never been shallower in communication and more superficial in appearance.
Dr. Rigsby argues that for many organizations, appearance—or impression—has become the new corporate wardrobe. We invite you to
rediscover what is important and meaningful, not only in your professional career but in your personal life as well. Join Dr. Rigsby as he
shares the wisdom of past generations that will inspire, motivate and empower you to make an impact rather than an impression.
Strategies & Solutions • Mandalay Bay Ballroom J • MAS 2.0 • Rick Rigsby • Sponsored By
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Sessions To Be Held In Mandalay Bay Ballroom L, Level 2

All sessions are free for PPAI Expo attendees. Attendees may elect to attend all or part of commonsku university.
What is commonsku University?
commonsku is a promotional products industry software that helps distributors streamline their workflow, connect their teams, impress their clients,
collaborate with suppliers, and grow their businesses. commonsku University focuses on how to use the commonsku platform to grow your business,
and boost your sales and productivity. It is intended for distributor and supplier customers, as well as those who are curious to learn more about the
commonsku platform.

MONDAY

commonsku University • Monday, January 13

Who should attend?
commonsku University is intended for distributor and supplier customers, as well as those who are curious to learn more about the commonsku platform.
Credit: CAS 3.0
9-10 am - skummunity Fair

10-10:45 am - A Fully Connected Workflow
commonsku provides distributors and suppliers with a more efficient way to do business through our Connected Workflow. Join CEO
Catherine Graham and Vice President of Supplier Partnerships David Shultz as they show you how our Connected Workflow allows ideas
and orders to be created in a fraction of the time, purchase orders to be entered seamlessly and results in fewer follow-up calls and emails.
Technology • Catherine Graham and David Shultz
In this session, you’ll learn:
		 • How you can find better products through Collaborate and Collections features
• How to create worry-free sales orders with accurate inventory, pricing and product data from your supplier partners
• How to spend less time on follow-up calls and emails with automatic order status and shipping notifications from our
PromoStandards integration
Who should attend:
• Distributor customers who want to better understand our PromoStandards integration
• Supplier customers who want to better understand our Connected Workflow
• Distributors who want to learn more about the commonsku platform

11-11:45 am - 3 Power Features Up Your Game
We’re always striving to improve commonsku by building new features that will help you run your business better. Aaron Kucherawy, Manager
of Customer Success, will share the four most powerful new features we’ve released that will expedite your workflow and dramatically grow
your sales: Project Portals, commonsku Shops and Projects.
Technology • Aaron Kucherawy
In this session, you’ll learn:
		 • How Project Portals are your client’s gateway to easy project management
• The three types of commonsku Shops that make e-commerce easy: Company Shop, Pop-Up Shop and Marketing Shop
• How the Projects tab allows you to easily find and collaborate on all your projects in seconds
Who should attend:
Distributor customers who want to be up-to-date with the latest features
			

Noon-12:45 pm - Advanced commonsku Hacks
We’ll provide an overview of the advanced hacks that will help you become a commonsku pro and improve your workflow, give you back
more time and free you to focus on sales. We’ll also share what’s on the development roadmap in 2020 and give you a chance to share
your feedback.
Technology • Catherine Graham and Aaron Kucherawy
In this session, you’ll learn:
		 • Advanced hacks that will make you a commonsku pro
• Advanced reporting to help you make smart decisions
• What’s on the development roadmap in 2020
Who should attend:
Distributor customers who want to be commonsku pros
			

COMMONSKU UNIVERSITY

commonsku is a community of over 4,500 forward-thinking distributors and suppliers who are invested in a better way to work together.
In addition to the commonsku software application, we have built an entire ecosystem that supports modern promotional products
professionals. Come meet the commonsku team, learn about the platform, our expert content, and dynamic live events. All are welcome!
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Monday, January 13

Sessions To Be Held In Mandalay Bay Convention Center, Lower Level • South Pacific Ballroom F • CAS 4.0
8:30-9 am What To Expect At SAGE Conference 2020 - Welcome to SAGE Conference. We are so happy you’re here! In
this opening session, SAGE President David Natinksy will take the stage and discuss todays’s agenda, the benefits
of a Power of Two Membership and a recap of SAGE within the industry in 2019. You’ll also get an exclusive look
at SAGE Mobile’s new features and learn how this must-have-trade-show app will help you have a seamless PPAI
Expo experience. • David Natinsky, MAS, President, SAGE

MONDAY

CONFERENCE

9-9:45 am FAQ Check: The Top 7 Questions SAGE Received In 2019 - Have a question about email marketing?
How about the SAGE Print Studio? Have no fear because in this session, you’ll learn the answers to seven
of the most-asked about questions from last year. Plus, you’ll learn beneficial shortcuts when navigating
through SAGE Online. Be in the know and master our product in no time.
Terri Sparkman, Sales Development Manager, SAGE
9:45-10:45 am A Sneak Peek At What’s New And Coming Soon At SAGE - It’s a new year, which means SAGE is rolling out
the new services. In this exclusive session, we’ll show you our latest developments and give you the full scoop on
new products that will make your workday easier. Learn about new features, as well as enhancements to existing
products. Cheers to 2020! • Eric Natinsky, CEO, SAGE
10:45-11 am Break
11-11:30 am Industry Case Studies: Fresh Marketing Tactics That Win Over Customers - Discover top case studies from
the promotional products industry. In this session, you’ll hear about multiple successful marketing campaigns that
will also help you leverage your business strategy, attract more clients and pave the way for a successful 2020.
Andy Evans, Senior Strategic Account Lead, SAGE
11:30 am-noon Lunch
Noon-12:20 pm		Supplier Spotlights
12:20 -12:50 pm Best Practices: An Interactive Approach To The Promotional Products Industry - Have you ever wondered
what other distributors are doing in their organization that is working? Discover what is working and what isn’t for
the other businesses and peers during this entirely interactive session on best practices. Gain industry insights on
trends and learn from leaders within the industry. It’s a win-win for everyone.
Ryan Hanchey, CAS, Senior Sales Manager—Distributor Sales, SAGE
12:50-1 pm Break
1 pm-1:30 pm Become A SAGE Online Wizard: Advanced Training For All - Abracadabra-you asked for it, and here it is!
Take a seat art one of the most anticipated sessions and Discover advanced search options and other expert
advice for getting the most out of SAGE Online’s Features and capabilities. Not only will you learn time-saving
solutions, but you can bring home these valuable tricks and teach them to your staff.
Danielle Davidson, SAGE Account Executive
1:30-2 pm Lets Socialize: Creative Ways To Use Social Media To Market Your Business - It’s no secret that social
media is a powerhouse marketing tactic. But how you make your business stand out among millions of accounts?
Discover creative, useful ways to market your business via social media networks. From Instagram to Facebook,
you’ll learn secrets to what makes a company successful within the online world.
Clark Hyde, SAGE Account Executive
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8-9:30 am

*Tuesday And Wednesday Keynotes Are On Level 2 And All Other Education Sessions On New Show Floor
Area Level 1, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

GENERAL SESSION: Unleash Your Potential
It often takes a crisis to create change in our lives. How can we create transformational change in the absence of crisis and unleash our
true potential? In this inspiring keynote, Molly Fletcher shares stories from her experiences as one of the only female sports agents in the
industry, as well as lessons from some of the top athletes and coaches in the game. She outlines the five-step process to unleashing your
potential and achieving peak performance. Fletcher is a trailblazer in every sense of the word–a rare talent of business wisdom, relationship
brilliance and unwavering optimism. She shares the unconventional techniques that helped her thrive as one of the first female sports
agents in the high-stakes world of professional sports and now as a successful entrepreneur. Fletcher formerly spent two decades as one
of the world’s only female sports agents. She was hailed as the “female Jerry Maguire” by CNN as she recruited and represented hundreds
of sport’s biggest names, including Hall of Fame pitcher John Smoltz, PGA TOUR golfer Matt Kuchar, broadcaster Erin Andrews, and
basketball championship coaches Tom Izzo and Doc Rivers.
Strategies & Solutions • Mandalay Bay Ballroom J, Level 2 • MAS 1.5 • Molly Fletcher

TUESDAY

Tuesday, January 14

10:30-11:30 am
Sales Portfolio—Is Yours Performing?
Your financial portfolio can make or break you in an instant, especially if you are not keeping your eye on how well it is or isn’t performing.
Your sales portfolio has many of the same characteristics—which clients are volatile? High risk? Who should you dump? Where do you
place most of your assets—time and marketing—to ensure the greatest return on your investment? This seminar will help you determine
how well your sales portfolio is performing, and how to balance your portfolio to ensure maximum profitability. *Seats are first-come first-served for
this session.

Sales • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • MAS 1.0 • Cliff Quicksell, MAS+

Sponsored By

Trending Now-Shipping In 2020 & Beyond
Focus on the do’s and don’ts of less-than-truck load and truckload shipping. Jason Schrier, of Ascent Logistics, will explain all the options
to ship product over 150 pounds in North America, Canada, and Mexico. Participants will learn what technology is available to support the
management of these types of shipments and what the future looks like in supply chain management. Seats are first-come, first-served for
this session. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • • Jason Schrier

Noon-1 pm
Happy Customers, Happy Life
If your business isn’t providing top-notch customer service, another business is—and they’re likely right around the corner. In this fastmoving session, you will discover 40 strategies to retain your customers and keep them satisfied. Learn how to implement one or all of the
ideas to drive customer satisfaction, discover what’s important to succeed in customer service today and utilize and leverage all modes of
technology to maintain highly-rated customer service. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • MAS 1.0 • Charles Duggan, MAS+

Quick Guide To Mentorship
Interested in mentorship? Join Alyssa Inkrott and Mason Linn, CAS, for this guide to the basic ins and outs of building a successful
mentorship. Whether you are the mentor or the mentee, this session will give you the tools to start implementing immediately. Seats are
first come, first served. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To The Industry • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • Alyssa Inkrott & Mason Linn, CAS

1:30-2:30 pm
Competitive Advantage Through Inclusive Diversity
Companies with a diverse workforce and inclusive culture are proven to outperform their competition. A diverse workforce facilitates
creativity and innovation and attracts a more varied client base. An inclusive culture builds value for brands in the eyes of both employees
and customers. So, what does it take to build a diverse and inclusive workforce? Join Julie Kwan, PPAI’s diversity and learning
engagement manager, as she discusses ways to boost competitive advantage by implementing strategies to attract, recruit, train and
sustain a diverse and inclusive workforce. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Diversity & Inclusion • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1,Level 1 • MAS 1.0 • Julie Kwan

Life Happens: Work Doesn’t Stop!
Worldwide, it’s estimated that lost productivity due to depression and anxiety costs business $1 trillion annually. Whether it’s supporting
an employee who lost a family member or extending a hand to a client in crisis, we can use a better understanding of how to address
challenging situations gently. Melanie Sibbett, president and CEO of Two Crazy Ladies, Inc., will talk about programs designed by various
companies to create a healthy, supportive workplace culture that encourages everyone to thrive, even during hard times. Seats are firstcome first-served for this session. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Strategies & Solutions • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • MAS 1.0 Melanie Sibbitt
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Dress Your Client For Success
Apparel is responsible for one of the largest segments of the promotional products industry. It’s everywhere, from a small logo above a chest
pocket, to an allover-printed sweatshirt, to sandals that leave logo imprints in the sand. And stats have shown that apparel provides the
biggest bang for your client’s buck. During this session, Brian Vaugh shares industry research and trends that can help you grow your apparel
sales and today’s latest garment and decoration looks. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Decorate • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • MAS 1.5 • Bryan Vaughn

Fresh Insights With PPAI Fellows
Join seasoned volunteers in the PPAI Fellows program for a friendly, energetic 20-minute speed sessions tackling the top skills needed to
get ahead in the workforce. Topics of discussion include: emotional intelligence and resolving conflict; promotions and how to negotiate;
time management and how to prioritize; growth planning and more. Be part of the conversation. See you on the show floor in the dome.

TUESDAY

3-4:30 pm

*Seats are first-come first-served for this session.

New To Industry • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1• CAS 1.5 • Jo-an Lantz, MAS, Alan Christopher, MAS, Charles
Duggan, MAS+, Kate Plummer, MAS, Drew Davis, MAS & Daryll Griffin, MAS

EXPERIENCE

On The PPAI Expo Trade Show Floor - Booth #3188
Tuesday, January 14

10-10:30 am

SAGE Mobile: A Time-Saving Trade-Show Planner At Your Fingertips - Join us to discover how SAGE Mobile can help you
save time and maximize your trade-show experience. Learn how to create a custom show floor walk list to easily find suppliers and
keep track of who you visited. See how you can add notes, pictures, audio and video recordings, view exhibitor information, check
the education schedule and more. • CAS 0.5 • Andy Evans

10:45-11:15 am

SAGE Online 101: Let’s Get Back To Basics - Class is in session for distributors who are new to SAGE or want a refresher
course. Sit in for an introduction to the industry’s most popular research and business management solution. We’ll unpack the
most powerful features of SAGE Online, including our database of more than one million products, the presentation publisher, order
management and the CRM module. • CAS 0.5 • Diana Whitley

11:30 am-Noon

“Wow” Customers With A New, Customized Website - Websites are a pretty big deal, so you shouldn’t try and design one
last-minute. Learn how to quickly and easily customize your webpages with SAGE Standard, SAGE Website Professional and
SAGE Website Professional Plus. Also, if you sign up for SAGE Website Professional Plus, we’ll even create blogs, videos and more
for you to add to your site—because you deserve a website that stands out from the rest and attracts clients. • CAS 0.5
DC Castellano

12:15-12:45 pm

Advanced SAGE Online Training: The Student Becomes The Master - So, you already know the basics, but have you
unlocked all the levels of SAGE Online? In this session designed for experienced users, we’ll show you how to use our advanced
search options and other expert tips for getting the most out of SAGE Online’s tools. You’ll leave the session with new time-saving
SAGE skills you’ll want to share with your team. • CAS 0.5 • Stacey Seamount

1-1:30 pm

1:45-2:15 pm

2:30-3 pm

3:15-3:45 pm

4-4:30 pm

Improving Business Relationships With SAGE Online’s CRM Module - Gone are the days of fishing out business cards from
the bottom of your wallet. In this session, you’ll learn how our CRM module helps you manage your business relationships and
store all your client data in one place. Whether you need to send a quote to a client or you want to plan a follow-up with a lead, our
CRM module makes it easier for you to manage your workday and your client requests. • CAS 0.5 • John Peddy, CAS
Simplifying Your Workday With SAGE Order Management - Get upfront and personal with SAGE Order Management’s new
features and enhancements. Not only will you be the first to know about significant upgrades that will better your workday, but
you’ll also learn the ins and outs of how to use SAGE Order Management. From how to convert professional sales presentations
into quotes, to creating purchase orders and invoices, this service is a definite game-changer within the industry. • CAS 0.5
Clark Hyde
Email Campaigns: Your New Best “Marketing” Friend - SAGE Online’s predesigned email campaigns make it easier to reach
your clients and prospects with fresh product ideas. You’ll learn how to easily add your logo to our ready-to-send email campaigns.
We’ll also show you how to create a custom email using one of our templates and drag-and-drop products from the SAGE
database. Best of all, we’ll show you how to track your success by viewing your open and click-through rates in SAGE Online.
CAS 0.5 • Delphine Zimmern
What’s The Big Deal With Company Stores, Anyway - With a company store, you can offer a seamless, modern online
ordering experience to your clients for their branded merchandise. You’ll lock in business with a client while they enjoy their own
convenient and completely customizable online store stocked with company uniforms and employee incentive gifts, to popular
swag they order often. We’ll show you how to incorporate SAGE Company Stores into your offerings, how to qualify a client and
what exactly makes for a successful company store. • CAS 0.5 • Kim Ballard
Behind-The-Scenes Of The SAGE Print Studio - Take an exclusive peek at the new SAGE Print Studio options and upgrades—
coming soon to a mailbox near you. From custom marketing materials to creating print and virtual catalogs for customers, the
SAGE Print Studio offers an innovative approach to reaching customers and adding finishing touches to your sales process
CAS 0.5 • German Nieves
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10:30-11:30 am
Overcome Price Wars: Add Value
2020 is here and demands—now, more than ever—that promotional products companies add unique, creative and passionate value to
the sales process. We must over-service our accounts, make clients’ lives simpler, give them headache relief and take stress off of their
shoulders. We must anticipate their needs before they occur, and we must be seen by our clients as interactive partners (shoulder to
shoulder) not transactional vendors (price-based and across the table ). Price is price, but value is the combination of price, plus goods/
services, plus you. Learn how to navigate our loud and small attention-span world, and how to break through it; the importance of value
versus price selling and how to sell value; and how to aim for interactive partners, not transactional vendors. Seats are first-come first-served for
this session.

Sales • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • MAS 1.0 • Ryan Sauers

Sponsored By

Trending Now: Social And Environmental Responsibility
Join this thought-provoking session with Anne Stone and Maurice Norris on social and environmental responsibility trends and the affects
of our industry for the future. This session will qualify as an elective for the Product Safety Awareness initiative. *Seats are first-come first-served for
this session.

WEDNESDAY

Wednesday, January 15

Corporate Responsibility • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • MAS 1.0 • Anne Stone, Maurice Norris		

Noon-1:30 pm
KEYNOTE LUNCHEON: Association Update
Join Ira Neaman, CAS; Brittany David, MAS, and Paul Bellantone, CAE, for this town hall-style meeting covering current issues and
opportunities for the promotional products industry, the Association and its more than 15,400 member companies. The presentation will
include Association initiatives designed to deliver compelling member value to protect and grow the industry.
			
• Moderators: Brittany David, MAS, PPAI Board Chair
Strategies & Solutions • Mandalay Bay Ballroom J • MAS 1.5 •
			
Ira Neaman, CAS, PPAI Incoming Board Chair, and Paul Bellantone, CAE, President and CEO of PPAI

2-3 pm
The Rising Star Panel
In a panel discussion, winners of PPAI’s Rising Star Award will discuss their keys to success, the lessons learned along the way and the
biggest challenges they foresee in the near future.
New To The Industry • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • Brian Deissroth, Taylor Borst & Tosha Everhart

Hands-On Printing Class
Come explore the world of print! During this hand-on session, Matt Bruno from the Print Services & Distribution Association, will explain
some best practices and what to look for when evaluating ideas of print. Seats are first-come first-served for this session. *Seats are first-come
first-served for this session.

Decorate • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • Matt Bruno

SpArk Networking & Community Service
Project
Wednesday, January 15 • 5:30-7 pm

Young professionals and next generation leaders, please join us for the annual SPARK
Networking Reception from 5:30-7 pm on Wednesday, January 15, 2020. Come mix
and mingle and participate in a community service project to give back to the local
community. Participants will receive one drink ticket with their SPARK at Expo 2020
registration. Participants must bring a photo ID.
Tickets are $15 for PPAI Members and $30 for PPAI Associates.
Mandalay Bay Ballroom L, Level 2
Participants will receive one drink ticket with their SPARK at Expo 2020 registration.
Participants must bring a photo ID.

Pre-Registration Is Required
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10:30-11 am

SAGE Mobile: A Time-Saving Trade-Show Planner At Your Fingertips - Join us to discover how SAGE Mobile can help you
save time and maximize your trade-show experience. Learn how to create a custom show floor walk list to easily find suppliers and
keep track of who you visited. See how you can add notes, pictures, audio and video recordings, view exhibitor information, check
the education schedule and more. • CAS 0.5 • Terri Sparkman

11:15-11:45 am

SAGE Online 101: Let’s Get Back To Basics - Class is in session for distributors who are new to SAGE or want a refresher
course. Sit in for an introduction to the industry’s most popular research and business management solution. We’ll unpack the
most powerful features of SAGE Online, including our database of more than one million products, the presentation publisher,
order management and the CRM module. • CAS 0.5 • Patrick Harvot

Noon-12:30 pm

Improving Business Relationships With SAGE Online’s CRM Module - Gone are the days of fishing out business cards from
the bottom of your wallet. In this session, you’ll learn how our CRM module helps you manage your business relationships and
store all your client data in one place. Whether you need to send a quote to a client or you want to plan a follow-up with a lead, our
CRM module makes it easier for you to manage your workday and your client requests. • CAS 0.5 • Danielle Davidson

12:45-1:15 pm

1:30-2 pm

2:15-2:45 pm

3-3:30 pm

3:45-4:15 pm

WEDNESDAY

EXPERIENCE

On The PPAI Expo Trade Show Floor - Booth #3188
Wednesday, January 15

Email Campaigns: Your New Best “Marketing” Friend - SAGE Online’s predesigned email campaigns make it easier to
reach your clients and prospects with fresh product ideas. You’ll learn how to easily add your logo to our ready-to-send email
campaigns. We’ll also show you how to create a custom email using one of our templates and drag-and-drop products from the
SAGE database. Best of all, we’ll show you how to track your success by viewing your open and click-through rates in SAGE
Online. • CAS 0.5 • Emily Talley
“Wow” Customers With A New, Customized Website - Websites are a pretty big deal, so you shouldn’t try and design one
last-minute. Learn how to quickly and easily customize your webpages with SAGE Standard, SAGE Website Professional and
SAGE Website Professional Plus. Also, if you sign up for SAGE Website Professional Plus, we’ll even create blogs, videos and
more for you to add to your site—because you deserve a website that stands out from the rest and attracts clients.
CAS 0.5 • Cody Smith
What’s The Big Deal With Company Stores, Anyway? - With a company store, you can offer a seamless, modern online
ordering experience to your clients for their branded merchandise. You’ll lock in business with a client while they enjoy their own
convenient and completely customizable online store stocked with company uniforms and employee incentive gifts to popular
swag they order often. We’ll show you how to incorporate SAGE Company Stores into your offerings, how to qualify a client and
what exactly makes for a successful company store. • CAS 0.5 • Jim Petrucci, MAS
Behind-The-Scenes Of The SAGE Print Studio - Take an exclusive peek at the new SAGE Print Studio options and
upgrades—coming soon to a mailbox near you. From custom marketing materials, to creating print and virtual catalogs for
customers, the SAGE Print Studio offers an innovative approach to reaching customers and adding finishing touches to your
sales process. • CAS 0.5 • Amanda Williams
Simplifying Your Workday With SAGE Order Management - Get upfront and personal with SAGE Order Management’s new
features and enhancements. Not only will you be the first to know about significant upgrades that will better your workday, but
you’ll also learn the ins and outs of how to use SAGE Order Management. From how to convert professional sales presentations
into quotes, to creating purchase orders and invoices, this service is a definite game-changer within the industry.
CAS 0.5 • Grayson West
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10:30-11:30 am
How To WOW Your Clients
How do you stand out from the thousands of other companies that do what you do? You don’t have to have a million-dollar
marketing budget to make a profound difference in the lives of your current or potential customers. This session will help you
identify ways to be different, what our customers expect from us, the pain points our customers experience in this industry and the
little things we can do to influence their buying decisions. Seats for this session are first-come, first-served.. *Seats are first-come firstserved for this session.

Sales • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • Russ Dantu

Sponsored By

CPSIA Reporting Best Practices
Join this discussion in the Development Dome with Maurice Norris and Susan DeRagon to learn best practices when sending
Section 15B Reports for the Consumer Products Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). This session will qualify as an elective for the
Product Safety Awareness initiative. Seats are first-come first-served for this session. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Corporate Responsibility • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • Anne Stone & Maurice Norris, Susan DeRagon

THURSDAY

Thursday, January 16

Noon-1 pm
Eliminate Your Client’s “OW”
As promotional products professionals, it’s our responsibility to WOW our clients, while eliminating the “OW.” During this session,
Russ Dantu looks at what other businesses are doing to set themselves apart from their competitors. You will work in teams
to create a list of x-factors, big and small, that will make a noted difference in the lives of your clients, and develop a system of
awareness of your clients’ plans and moves. *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
Sales • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 1, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • Russ Dantu
Sponsored By

Winning Influence Without A Title
Companies who adopt the qualities of innovative leadership build a culture that influences personnel at all levels to lead without a
title. Join Rome Madison for this session and he will explain how to demonstrate leadership capacity among your peers as a young
professional; how to create momentum for your professional brand that gets you noticed by leaders and executives; how to ace the
ultimate test of leadership before being considered for promotion *Seats are first-come first-served for this session.
New To The Industry • Show Floor Professional Development Dome 2, Level 1 • CAS 1.0 • Rome Madison

EXPERIENCE
10:30-11 am

On The PPAI Expo Trade Show Floor - Booth #3188
Thursday, January 16

What’s The Big Deal With Company Stores, Anyway? - With a company store, you can offer a seamless, modern online
ordering experience to your clients for their branded merchandise. You’ll lock in business with a client while they enjoy their own
convenient and completely customizable online store stocked with company uniforms and employee incentive gifts to popular
swag they order often. We’ll show you how to incorporate SAGE Company Stores into your offerings, how to qualify a client and
what exactly makes for a successful company store. • CAS 0.5 • Eric Seamount

11:15-11:45 am

Improving Business Relationships With SAGE Online’s CRM Module - Gone are the days of fishing out business cards
from the bottom of your wallet. In this session, you’ll learn how our CRM module helps you manage your business relationships
and store all your client data in one place. Whether you need to send a quote to a client or you want to plan a follow-up with a
lead, our CRM module makes it easier for you to manage your workday and your client requests. • CAS 0.5 • Adam Bayyouk

Noon-12:30 pm

Simplifying Your Workday With SAGE Order Management - Get upfront and personal with SAGE Order Management’s new
features and enhancements. Not only will you be the first to know about significant upgrades that will better your workday , but
you’ll also learn the ins and outs of how to use SAGE Order Management. From how to convert professional sales presentations
into quotes, to creating purchase orders and invoices, this service is a definite game-changer within the industry.
CAS 0.5 Jarrod Leftwich

12:45-1:15 pm

SAGE Online 101: Let’s Get Back To Basics - Class is in session for distributors who are new to SAGE or want a refresher
course. Sit in for an introduction to the industry’s most popular research and business management solution. We’ll unpack the
most powerful features of SAGE Online, including our database of more than one million products, the presentation publisher,
order management and the CRM module. • CAS 0.5 • Danica Panosh
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Check Out

Online Education Opportunities
• 450+ Sessions To Choose From
• Learn More About The Industry
• Live And On-Demand
OnlineEducation.ppai.org

PSA

Elevated. Trusted. Respected.

Approved

CAS

Approved

MAS

Approved

community.ppai.org

Now Available
On Mobile

Download at
the App Store
or Google Play
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